The HILDA Panel Survey (wave 2001) includes 12 JC items on aspects of job quality. But the HILDA User Manual provides no information on evaluation of JC data. To examine the underlying structure of the JC measure, an explorative factor analysis (EFA) was conducted in Mplus software (available version 7, Muthen and Muthen, 2006) based on valid JC data of the analysis sample (n = 6302). We used the ML estimator. Factors were allowed to correlate (geomin rotation per default). The EFA detected four factors which eigenvalues are above 1 (eigenvalues: 2.85, 2.40, 1.61, 1. 04, .90, .66, .58, .48, .43, .41, .36, .31). The standardized factor loadings of the four-factor solution are provided in table S1. Most JC items could be assuredly assigned to only one factor (loadings above |.40| on one factor and loadings less than |.20| on others). The exceptions are two items: the item c 'I get paid fairly for the things I do in my job.' which has low loadings on all factors and the item g 'My job is complex and difficult.' which loads equally high on factor 1 and factor 4. These items were not considered by creating subscales. Thus, four factor structure reflexes the following aspects of job quality derived from the item content: (1) job-related stress, (2) job security, (3) degree of freedom in action and in decision-making at work, and (4) 
In this equation the first term estimates differences in category parameters of two adjacent categories, which can vary for all items in all classes. The second term in addition to the equation in the last line fixes the discrimination parameter only of the first item to 1.*/ response <-(~diff) 1 | itemnr class + (L) theta | itemnr;
// The mean of theta variable in each latent class is fixed to null per default.
Part C Missing Analysis
For checking missing data mechanisms, we compared groups with missing values and valid values on JC subscales by the means of socio-demographic factors (e.g., age, gender, educational level, total financial year income), personality (e.g., the Big Five and personal control) 1 , job-related variables (e.g., JC subscales, tenure in the current occupation, job importance), as well as two latent variables from the rmGPCM-3 application (e.g., latent class membership and estimated latent level of job satisfaction). To achieve this, we first built dichotomous variables for JS subscales (missing indicators). For continuous comparison variables we then conducted a series of independent-sample t-tests using each missing indicator as a group variable. Table S2 demonstrates t-test statistics and effect sizes (Cohen's standardized mean difference). For categorical variables, relative frequencies in the missing group as well as results of 2 -test statistics are reported. The non-significant t-or 2 -test statistics allow identifying variables with missing completely at random (MCAR). In contract, significant results and large effects indicate other missing data mechanisms such as missing at random (MAR) or missing not at random (MNAR) (see Enders, 2010) . Table S2 includes only comparison variables which produced significant test statistics. .06** (1) Note. Cons = Conscientiousness, Emot = Emotional stability, PC = Personal control, JS = estimated latent trait level of job satisfaction (scaled from 0 to 100), Auto = autonomy, Secu = security. t = T-Test Statistic. d = Standardized Mean Difference; d < 0 represents that the group with observed values had a higher mean, and d > 0 indicates that the persons with missings had a higher mean. MG = missing group. 1 Welch Statistic. * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001. The lowest BIC and CAIC are marked in boldface.
Part D

Goodness-of-Fit Statistics for the mPCM, rmGPCM, and mGPCM
